
TRANSWRITE AMIGA

carriagehouseautoresto.com - The home of the Commodore Amiga. Devoted to keeping the memory of Software Office
- Word Processing Transwrite.

TransWrite doesn't consume huge amounts of memory, and can run on the Workbench screen or its own
custom screen. The buyer is responsible for return postage costs. Previous versions of TransWrite have
become the standard for professional writers that need to get a job done without problems to slow them down.
Please enter up to 7 characters for the postcode Domestic dispatch time Will usually dispatch within 2
working days of receiving cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Postage and packaging The seller
hasn't specified a postage method to Belize. Full formatting control includes headers, footers, and page
numbering. Automatic index creation builds a page index using words you've selected. Postage cost can't be
calculated. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab and request post to your location. Features: Mail
merge for easy form letters. Easy to Learn and Use. These advanced features will put TransWrite into a class
of its own. System Requirements. Return policy details Returns accepted Most purchases from business sellers
are protected by the Consumer Contract Regulations which give you the right to cancel the purchase within 14
days after the day you receive the item. The high performance word processor. It also "understands"
Professional Page's formatting codes. Find out more about your rights as a buyer - opens in a new window or
tab and exceptions - opens in a new window or tab. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. All
operations can be done with the keyboard or the mouse, and you can even define your own editing operations
with programmable macros. Works Directly With Professional Page. No matter how fast you type, TransWrite
keeps up, regardless of the size of your document. Video preview shows your pages on-screen. TransWrite has
a built-in "hot link" to Professional Page and other Gold Disk desktop publishing programs. Description from
the packaging. You're covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as
described in the listing. It's fast, easy to use and gives you professional looking documents every time. Open
any number of documents at once.


